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Quality storytents 2004: Revisiting using Choice Theory to support reading through a community literacy project.



Abstract (2004) This paper documents efforts to replicate the research component of a 2003 storytent program which ran in a Public Housing Neighbourhood in Saint John, New Brunswick, Canada. The research component examined the impact of the program on the frequency of reading in children's lives, on their own reading levels, and on their perceptions about reading and themselves as readers. As well, this year, we researched the impact of our method of delivery on social interaction. The program had a positive impact on reading frequency, and all of the children who were assessed maintained or showed a gain in reading level. For those children who chose to make frequent or intensive use of the storytent, the program was instrumental in helping them acquire or improve their reading skills. Statements by children showing them to be surprised and delighted at their own emerging and growing skills appear in staff notes, and parent reports corroborate this appearance of positive self perceptions in their children as a result of having had a reading success in a need satisfying environment. Worker and parent comments indicate that most children who participated in the project socialized more positively with their siblings and peers. The authors believe that building and maintaining relationships, with children as well as their parents, is the heart of Storytent work.



Cheryl Brown, Community Literacy Coordinator Wendell Dryden, Community Literacy Worker
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Community Literacy Project Final Report September 27, 2004



Executive Summary In the summer of 2004, a Storytent and Bookwagon program ran in Crescent Valley through a partnership between the Crescent Valley Community Tenants Association and the Saint John Free Public Library. This program provided a venue for the Library's Summer Reading Club (SRC). It also contained a research component, examining the question of the impact of the program on the frequency of reading in children's lives, on their reading levels, and on their self-attitudes about reading and themselves as readers, as well as the impact of the program's method of delivery on social interaction including, but not limited to: levels of social conflict; family relationships; positive self-esteem; negotiating skills. The storytents were offered Tuesday and Thursday mornings, and Saturday morning and afternoon, over five different locations. The program ran for 7 weeks (56 tents). Average attendance was 14 children per tent, with approximately 100 children attending regularly (at least twice weekly). In addition, on Wednesday mornings, workers continued to offer the Storytent Bookwagon program to approximately fifty families. In the course of the summer, one hundred and twenty-nine children registered for the SRC, of which ninety-five reached their reading goal. Some children used the program to meet common social needs. Some children used it as a source for reading materials. Some quite deliberately came to acquire or improve their reading skills. Many came for a variety of reasons, and reasons changed as the summer went on. The research showed that some children who used the program read more, and others used the program to maintain a high frequency of reading. All the children assessed also maintained or increased their reading levels. Parents’ comments indicate that many children’s relationships with their siblings and other children in the neighbourhood were less aggressive and more positive, and that this more positive behaviour centered around the activity of reading and/or their participation in the storytent. One of the most unexpected findings was an increase in adult participation. Adults read adult books at the tent and, in comparison to the previous summer, more parents came to the tent and read with their children. As well, more parents reported reading to their children at home.
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“When I get home I’m going to tell my mom that I can read.” Summer Reading Club Participant



I love it. I love it. My kids, if we have to do something, we have to stay home. Because I’m like, "Come on, let's go." "No! The Storytent's here!" If you guys are down the road, and I can’t find my kids, I just look for a tent. They know that Storytent coming a mile away. Parent



Introduction In the summer of 2003, a Storytent program ran in Crescent Valley through a partnership between the Crescent Valley Community Tenants Association and the Saint John Free Public Library. A storytent consists of one or more canopies, blankets and ground sheets, a variety of popular children's books including picture, story and chapter books, and two to three adult workers. One role of the workers is to talk and sing with, listen to, and read to and with children as requested by the children themselves. Another role is to build and maintain relationships and a positive social and learning environment. The Storytent program also provided a venue for the Summer Reading Club (SRC) as part of a library outreach to the community. The SRC is a province-wide program which encourages reading by allowing children to set a reading goal for the summer, track their progress with log books and stickers, and celebrate their accomplishments. The 2003 Storytent program was offered twice weekly for two hours in each of five locations. The program helped children improve their reading skills, develop positive self-attitudes around reading, and build positive social relationships in a healthy, learning environment. The program also increased neighbourhood access to the SRC program and to books in general. The success of the program was so pronounced, it was continued throughout the fall. Every Saturday morning, workers offered "Twenty-Minute Storytents" in each of the five locations. As fall turned to winter, and weather conditions made Storytents less practical, workers consulted with the families involved and developed a door-to-door program. The Storytent Bookwagon program continued to provide weekly access to children's literature and, increasingly, also offered a small selection of adult books.



The Storytent Bookwagon program continued through the winter and spring (2003 – 2004). In the summer of 2004, the Tenants Association and Saint John Free Public Library once more collaborated on the Storytent program and SRC outreach. The
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library received $2880.00 from the Children’s Foundation of the New Brunswick Protestant Orphan’s Home, as well as a $150.00 donation from the Katie Hazen Mackay Chapter of the I.O.D.E. At the projected start date, insufficient funding led to workers delivering the program on a reduced, voluntary basis. The Bookwagon continued to make its rounds each Wednesday morning, and storytents were offered in four locations on Saturdays. Two weeks into the program, the library received a $10,000.00 grant fro the Province of New Brunswick, which made it possible to add four storytents to the schedule, as well as three staff positions. This allowed the 2004 Storytent Program to run 8 times per week, Tuesday and Thursday mornings, and Saturday morning and afternoon, over the same five separate locations used in 2003. (The tent appeared twice each week in three locations, and once a week in the remaining two.) The locations and dates were staggered throughout the community so as to provide the best possible access for all resident families. Morning tents ran from 9:30 - 11:00 and 11:00 - 12:30. Afternoon tents ran from 1:30 through 3:00 and 3:00 - 4:30. This expanded program ran for 7 weeks, with only two tents cancelled due to bad weather, providing the community with 54 tents (81 tent-hours). In addition, on Wednesday mornings, workers continued to offer the Storytent Bookwagon program. Between July 3 and August 28, 2004, one hundred and twenty-nine children registered for the Summer Reading Club at the Storytent or through the Bookwagon. Seventy-nine girls and fifty boys registered. Ninety-five children (74%) reached their reading goal. The number of books individual children recorded reading over the summer ranged from 5 - 360. Children’s ages ranged from preschool (three months) to grade eight. Attendance at Storytents ranged from 3 to 26 children, with an average of 14 children per session. Approximately 100 attended regularly (at least twice weekly). Approximately 4400 books were read over this seven-week period. Meanwhile, adult borrowing grew steadily, mainly through the Bookwagon program. At Summer's opening, three different adults were borrowing from the wagon: by Summer's end, that number had grown to 15. These programs were delivered within the framework of the established principles of a humanistic, participant-centered philosophy of delivery and management (Glasser, 1994: Knowles, 1988). Principles of early childhood education set out by the National Association for the Education of Young Children (1990), of Quality Education as characterized by William Glasser (Glasser, 2000; Glasser, 1998) were also incorporated. Workers chosen for the project had extensive experience and training in basic and family literacy, in early childhood education, and in community development. The coordinator and the two community literacy workers also had knowledge of this particular community, having offered a variety of programs and services for two years or more. For the children and families involved this meant that the storytent was a familiar, safe space with a minimum of interpersonal conflict or external pressure to perform. The workers’s roles were oriented to provide scaffolding; allowing children to reach further than they might alone, but stopping short of pushing children toward predetermined
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goals. There was also an effort made to provide a consistent service - rain or shine - so that it was the child or family who determined the degree of access a child would have to the program.



The Storytent Program Reading is the core activity inside a storytent: reading to or with children; listening to children read; supporting children as they read to themselves or to one another. In the Crescent Valley Summer Storytent Program, children read - or were read - books in English and French. They read wordless picture and board books; picture and board books with simple or more complex vocabulary; easy readers; simple chapter books; and chapter books for younger and older teens. They read fiction and non-fiction, poetry and prose. Some of this literature belonged to the program, and some the children brought themselves. In some instances, children translated English or French stories into another tongue for the benefit of a friend or family member. Also, in the tent, children drew and coloured. Children wrote entries in their SRC log books. Children also wrote stories, some simple and some more involved, about common incidents in their lives or things in their imagination. Oral storytelling also went on, as children and workers related or made-up humorous or scary stories. Children and workers sang songs, including hand-clapping songs and chants. Children brought pets by, as well as dolls and other toys. Children took pictures, helped pass around snacks, and played a role in inviting others into the tent or, at times, curbing disruptive behaviour. Outside the tent, children skipped and sang or chanted skipping songs and rhymes. They blew bubbles and wrote, drew or coloured on pavement with sidewalk chalk, or played various versions of hopscotch and tic tac toe. During set up and tear down children helped pack and unpack books, and spread or gathered blankets and groundsheets. Unlike the previous summer, children were limited in how they could help erect the tents themselves. In part, this was because a shortened tent period (ninety minutes rather than two hours) and tighter schedule meant tents had to be set up swiftly and with as few complications as possible. In part, it was because the previous summer had shown that repeated rough handling over many days could bend or damage the framework. The children missed being able to help more fully, and vocalized their disappointment. On bookwagon days, the chief activity was borrowing books, though workers also read or listened to reading on occasion. Borrowing might happen on a family's doorstep, or on the roadside somewhere along the route. Workers had a scheduled route and a list of addresses they were to visit. At some addresses, workers dallied outside for a moment, giving children time to spot them and come out. At other addresses, at a parent's request, they knocked on the door. However, children did not need to be at home to borrow. Anywhere children were encountered, they were invited to borrow books. As on storytent days, children were limited to three books each, but without undue reference to
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whether or not they had returned previously borrowed materials. In many instances, children were remarkably conscientious about policing their own borrowing habits. Adults also borrowed from the bookwagon, from two or more boxes of books carefully selected by workers on the basis of adults’ stated interests. As with the children, adults policed their own borrowing. Sometimes, children acted as borrowing agents for themselves and a parent. Sometimes, adults used the service even though there were no children in their household accessing the wagon or tent. In both cases, children and adults were often selective in their borrowing, and workers made a point of acquiring and maintaining a wide selection of quality, popular titles. Children were invited to sign up with the SRC when they first came to a storytent or borrowed from the bookwagon, and if they declined they were told they could always sign up later. Some children needed help with their log entries and stickers, and others were more independent. Many children reached their goal or otherwise seemed ready to move beyond the program after four or five weeks. However, some children continued to fill out log books and scribblers all through the summer. As soon as children reached their goal, they were presented with their certificate and door hanger (in a weather-proof plastic sleeve for protection until they got home).



Research Component The Crescent Valley Summer Storytent Program also contained a research component. Workers continued to evaluate the impact of the program on the reading levels, frequency of reading and self-attitudes of 18 children involved in last year’s study and approximately 20 new children from the Crescent Valley community. As well, we researched the impact of our method of delivery on social interaction, including but not limited to: levels of social conflict; family relationships; positive self-esteem; negotiating skills. Research Methods We used multiple methodologies, both qualitative and quantitative, including: quantitative data from the Summer Reading Club; daily tent attendance figures; a daily weather log; and informal assessments of a group of children early in the summer (July 13 - 20) and again late in the summer (Aug 24 - 28) using a series of guided reading books also currently used in New Brunswick primary schools. Also, qualitative information came from workers’ written observations, and parent and children’s interviews at various points in the project. Other sources of information came from written and picture artifacts from children and their parents, and photographs. This research was evaluative research. During each child’s assessment, the researcher kept a running record and noted miscues and reading strategies. A running record is “a documentation of a child’s actual reading of text, providing both qualitative and quantitative information... They have a
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variety of uses [including] finding the appropriate level of text for children to read [and] documenting progress in reading” (Fountas & Pinnell, 1996, p. 78). Running records are used by School District 8, in conjunction with other methods, for the same and many other purposes. We compiled the written notes of workers and interviews with parents and children, and read and re-read for recurrent themes as well as statements pertaining to the impact on children’s reading levels, self attitudes about reading and reading frequency and the impact of the method on relationships. Results were verified by using triangulation, a combining of ‘multiple methods, empirical materials, perspectives and observers that adds rigor, breadth and depth to an investigation” (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998).



Summary of Preliminary Analysis The program has had a positive impact on reading frequency in so far as children's frequency of reading or being read to was reported by all parents as having increased or stayed at a high level throughout the summer. More children from this community participated in the Summer Reading Club than the previous year. All of the children who were assessed maintained or showed a gain in reading level. Parent and workers’ reports, and remarks made by the children themselves, corroborate this quantitative data. For those children who chose to make frequent or intensive use of the storytent, the program was instrumental in helping them acquire or improve their reading skills. Workers and parent comments indicate that most children who participated in the project socialized more positively with their siblings and peers.



Frequency of reading in children's lives. Some children who accessed the program read more, and others used the program to maintain a high frequency of reading. Some parents who reported no difference indicated that their children had maintained their increase in reading frequency since the 2003 storytent program. When asked “How often does your child read?” parents responded: Almost every day since last year [Storytent 2003]. They pick up a book every day, several times a day. Doing a lot more reading. They are reading mostly every night practically.
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Every time [you] come here with books they read them that day and then down at the storytent. If their brother wants a story then they go down and read to [him]. A lot more than before the summer. Several times a day. More [than before the summer]. Reads more now than at the beginning of the summer. Now will come to me and sit there and start reading where before they wouldn’t.



Once again, workers noted that the SRC provided children with a goal or task within which reading (and writing) was embedded (Auerbach, 2002). Many children read, or were read to, persistently in order to fill up the pages of their log books and to get stickers. What’s great too is that little piece of paper [SRC logbook] you give them for the books. It gives them a little responsibility. Every time when the Storytent came they had to get that book and that piece of paper and they knew how to keep it. Parent



Hosting the program in the Crescent Valley Community made it extremely accessible to the children, something parents noted: I'd love to take them to the library, but with no vehicle and living paycheck to paycheck, it’s hard to go. I know they have this at the library, but I think it’s excellent that they come right to the community where people don’t have access. Sometimes we go to the library, but there are kids around here that will never get to see the inside of the library. So it’s good. I think it’s a wonderful idea. Great opportunity for kids that didn’t have the opportunity to go to the library to be encouraged to read and to participate in a group setting where there are other kids who are reading. Adding to the accessibility was the fact that this was the third year of storytent programming, and the storytent was perceived as the community’s program, and a familiar, safe place for many children and families.
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The Storytent to me is one of the best programs that I have found we have run down here. Parent/Community Partner One neighbour to another on Coronation: “The storytelling people are around in my backyard if she wants to come over. That’s where her sister is. It’d be okay because it’s just in my backyard.” 2nd full year. Getting a presence. Workers Notes [Boy told me] “I wanted to come last year but I was too shy. My Mom told me if I wanted to come I should just come” Workers Notes



Program consistency was another factor that contributed to high levels of participation, and therefore increased frequency in reading. Workers delivered the program without regard to weather conditions as far as possible (one morning was cancelled due to rain and high winds, in order to preserve dry materials for that afternoon’s tents). Overall, children seemed as likely to participate in poor weather as they were on sunny days. A final factor that workers believe contributed to increased frequency in reading was the liberal book borrowing policies of the storytent. Children were allowed to borrow three books at a time on their honour. Approximately 1200 children’s and adults books (about 300 different titles) were borrowed over the summer, with some 200 to 250 books out at any one time. Of these 1200 books, an estimated 10 – 12% was lost or came back damaged beyond repair. Book for the children to keep were also part of the project, and storytent workers were able to present eighty-six books to children who participated in the program.



Reading Levels Subjects Thirty three children were assessed at the beginning of the project, including ten from the previous research study in 2003. The children, 13 male and 20 female, ranged from 4 to 12 years of age. Where children did not want to read with the researcher, this was noted as part of their assessment. Some children were also observed reading with storytent workers, other children or independently.
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There were 7 children who were pre-school age, or below the lowest book used, and were assessed using an adaptation of Marie Clay’s (1998) Concepts About Print Assessment (includes book handling, directional behaviour, and printed language concepts). If children who did not read had some book awareness, they were assessed at Book Awareness (BA). If there was no book awareness, or if the child did not sit and listen to a story in the tent or play with the books, they were assessed at No Interest (NI). Twenty-one children were assessed for a second time during the last ten program days. The remaining 12 were not present in the storytent during the final assessment week. Information that is related to gain is recorded in chart below. Guided reading levels were interpreted as approximate grade levels using Fountas and Pinnel’s (1996) guidelines (see Appendix A). Some children showed gain in their reading that is reflected only by an increase in book level. Fontas and Pinnell’s (1996) book level/grade level pairings (Appendix A) was useful for determining degree of gain. Reading Level Results Summary Subject # Child 1 Child 2 Child 3 Child 4 Child 5 Child 6 Child 7 Child 8 Child 9 Child 10 Child 11 Child 12 Child 13 Child 14 Child 15 Child 16 Child 17 Child 18 Child 19 Child 20 Child 21



Initial Assessment A (Kindergarten) C (Kindergarten/Grade 1) BA (Preschool) C (Kindergarten) H (Grade 1) L (Grade 2) BA (Preschool) BA (Preschool) J (Grade 2) K (Grade 2) C (Kindergarten) C (Kindergarten) BA (Preschool) A (Kindergarten) BA (Preschool) C (Grade 1) L (Grade 2) K (Grade 2) J (Grade 2) C (Kindergarten) K (Grade 2)



Final Assessment B (Grade 1) D (Grade 1) BA (Preschool) E (Grade 1) J (Grade 2) O (Grade 4) D (Grade 1) BA (preschool) O (Grade 4) L (Grade 2) E (Grade 1) C (Kindergarten) BA (Preschool) D (Grade 1) C (Kindergarten/Grade 1) C (Grade 1) T (Grade 4) O (Grade 3) I (Grade 2) F (Grade 1) L (Grade 2)



+/- gain or loss in level 0 0 0 +1 +1 +2 +1 0 +2 0 +1 0 0 +1 +1 0 +2 +1 0 +1 0
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This is further summarized in Figure 1.



10 8 Number of children



6 4 2 0 0



1



2



Reading level increase Figure 1. Measure of reading levels increased



Parents’ comments reflect the gains made quantitatively: He’s come a long way since he’s been coming to the reading tent. He likes to read. He didn’t like to read before. Now he reads all the time. [My child] wouldn’t read before. When she brought her books home from the school they would just sit there in her bag and wouldn’t bring them out. [My youngest child] is talking a lot more. Great. Big improvement. I know he enjoys it now. He doesn’t get so frustrated with it. I think it’s great now because they are reading better and understanding better. [My child’s] more excited.



Children’s self-attitudes about themselves as readers There were some children who experienced a shift in their perception of themselves as readers. At the beginning of the summer, one child stated, “I’m not a very good reader. I only read in school.” Toward the end of the summer, while reading Brown Bear Brown 12



Bear, she was heard to say, “Hey! I’m cool!” Other children also made comments like, “Hey! I read this book by myself! "indicating their perception of themselves as readers.



This year, workers noted more of the children started off with positive perceptions of themselves: Last year, I watched five or six kids make the switch from saying “I can’t read” to “I can read”. This year, kids came to the tent with much more self assurance. Workers Notes



An unexpected finding was that children were behaving in a way that showed reading had become an important part of their lives: they integrated reading with their play; they integrated reading with their socialization; and they integrated reading with their family life. Workers noted children who saw book reading as a positive social activity. Sometimes this involved shared reading at the tent: "[I saw] two boys reading Machines at Work in unison. Didn't get to see how it started. Book reading part of both these boys' quality worlds" (Workers Notes). In other instances, it appeared in the form of children making plans for reading together on bookwagon days, or as the workers were packing up.



Young boy to friend after borrowing on Coronation: "Want to read books?" Workers Notes Bookwagon on Vimy. [Worker]: "does your brother like it when you read to him?" [Boy]: "Yeah. At night." [Boy] borrows 3 books for his brother. Workers Notes Girl to friends after borrowing books: "Hey guys, wanna go in our club and read them?" Workers Notes



Parents reported noticing similar things about children's attitude toward books and reading, whether at the Storytent or at home:



I find as soon as one got a book, the other one would be, "Guess what I got.” They went on about them. He’s been getting better. We didn’t read as much as we should have but he was wanting to read more than we normally did.
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[My child] would rather read a book now than sit in front of a TV. [The] children that have been around the Storytent enjoy themselves and having the food. When they see the Storytent they go help set it up. They get excited and they run over and help. I found where we were going to get [books at the Storytent] I started even going to the library to get them. Me and [my youngest child] go to the library quite a bit.



Relationships As well, we researched the impact of our method of delivery on social interaction, including but not limited to: levels of social conflict; family relationships; positive selfesteem; negotiating skills. Workers noted that the tent became a place for social connection. Some relationships blossomed between children around storytent activities. [Girl A] built relationship with more than just [Brother] when she spent time reading to them and playing the Spiderman I Spy book. [Boy A] and [Girl B] connected around skipping. [Boy B] and [Boy C] made friends in the tent. [Boy D] and [Boy E] connected around singing Boynton. [Girl C] and [Girl D] made plans to ‘hang’. Worker survey response Children brought Yu-Gi-Oh! cards to show or play with. They brought their dolls and other toys to the tent. They made plans to meet at the tent. They brought pets to show off, including a grasshopper in a box and a water beetle in a jar. Parents stated: [My child] mostly keeps to himself. The only time he ever interacted with other kids was at the Storytent. There he feels safe. He wants to sit down and read with me more. Some [of my kids] made friends. Kids have taken to [the workers]. It’s helped the kids trust adults more. For her [it] gave her more of a chance to socialize with other kids. In the house - gave her something different to read. In this court alone, there are 40 children. Nothing here to play with. Nothing to encourage people to take pride in where they live. I can’t say enough good things about [the Storytent program].
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Parents also characterized the Storytent as a place with little or no conflict between children, and several reported that their children’s relationships with their siblings and other children in the neighbourhood were less aggressive and more positive: The kids seem more getting along at the Storytent. All their friends getting along with children in their neighbourhood. Good in side the house. [My oldest child] and [my youngest child] trading books, talking about it. I find that they are reading quite a bit and they were getting along a little bit better. They would sit there and read to each other and that’s something they wouldn’t do before. I noticed that they tended with each other alone they get along better because they usually fight - with as far as with friends they’ve met some nice friends and very happy about it. They’re just not fighting. Power relationship changed a bit because they are reading the books together somewhat - participating together [There] was actually five minutes [my kids] could get along without fighting all the time. I find that they get along with the other kids at the Storytent. I find they’re not as aggressive or bossy. They’d rather pick up a book now and try to read it. Helped them deal with other children better than they used to used to tease but not now. My daughter tries to read to other kids. Storytent workers also perceived less conflict in the tent as compared to the previous summer. One worker recorded that there was "not as much tattling in tent... last year I was always putting out brushfires," while another recorded "very little conflict in tents this year." All workers reported fewer instances of having to ask children to leave and "try again tomorrow." Some of this may have reflected a carryover from the previous summer in terms of children's perceptions of the social rules of the tent. Children were heard making remarks like "anyone can come here" or "we don't talk about people like that when we're in the tent", sometimes with some indignation. However, workers also were able to strengthen their positive relationships with the children, building upon last summer and, in some instances, on relationships built through the bookwagon program. [Boy with a history of being kicked out] comes over to return a book. Arm out to give it to [the worker]. She sees him coming, smiles and says "Come on over and we'll read it." He responds. They spend the next 40 minutes reading. During that time other kids come and go. [The worker] does a good job bringing them into the group in a way that they connect with [Boy]. Worker notes
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[Girl] over, remembering our storytelling connection. "Tell me the 'stick beats pig' one again." Worker notes



Maintaining relationships demands skill, patience, attention to detail and the ability to capitalize on a moment or, conversely, to know when to leave something alone. [Girl A] comes over - [Worker] turns from [Girl B], who is looking through the pile of books, to [Girl A]. [Girl B] is instantly jealous and louder. I move right over so we're kneeling side-by-side. Give her a quick hug around the shoulder to focus her on me. Then we start to read. Disaster averted. Worker notes



Read with [Boy who rarely joins in] at Flemming on August 10th. We were tearing down and he wanted me to read “The Giant Squid” book to him. I told him we were tearing down right now. He said “just read a few pages - that’ll be enough”, so I read the whole book to him. Worker notes



Connected with [Girl]. This was the day that a series of small interactions over a long period of time came to a head and [she] felt comfortable reading with me, and sometimes to me, for the full tent. It took a lot of connection during this interaction to help her feel comfortable reading on her own, but this day cemented a relationship that continued. Worker notes Read for awhile with [Girl]. Conflict because she was uncomfortable sharing 'our' time together with her brothers - also because she was babysitting her younger bothers and being controlling with them. I made it clear that I was there to read to everyone, and [Girl] decided to read by herself for awhile. Was a bit cool to me until we reconnected over skipping. But I really connected with the rest of the brothers. Worker notes [Girl] came by. Said she's grounded but her mom told her to go to storytent. She's doing a lot of things today that the "old" [Girl] might have done. - can't sit still, constant stream of talking about herself, mostly fabrications, almost panicky bragging. I like [her] and I'm sorry she's having a weird time. She wants less to read and more to hang out. That's working fine so far - there's only a few kids here. Worker notes
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[Boy A] took pictures. Bunch of other kids yelling at him. Me saying, "Be quiet! It’s none of your business. I trust [him] with my camera." [Boy A] playing with our duct tape. Same kids yelling. Me: "I trust [him] with my duct tape. You guys be quiet." Worker notes Business as usual except for talking with [Boy] and [Girl]. We have a pretty comfortable relationship with them both which is great considering that the tent has not always worked for [Girl] and we hardly ever see [Boy]. [He] is unsure about his spelling and [she] put him down about that. Too bad. He expressed concern about correctly spelling his email address and I made sure to point out he did it absolutely right. Worker notes



Of all the factors that contribute to the Storytent’s success, we believe that relationship is the most important one. Success around frequency, access, improved reading levels and increased adult participation can all fit into the category of relationship, of spending the time to carefully connect and build on small positive successes. [Little girl], too sleepy to be here, dealing with strangers. Watched [worker 1] read for awhile then moved down the tent to watch [worker 2], all the time staying three to four feet outside the tent. When [worker 2] stood up and walked to the far end to get a book and then come back, [little girl] followed her. Clearly interested in [worker 2]. [Worker 2] read her books at a distance: Wild Things, Yummy Yucky, Skip to my Lou, Green Hat Blue Hat – here [little girl] sat down in the grass – Brown Bear Brown Bear, Not the Hippopotamus, good books that worked. I gave [worker 2] as much support as I could (getting books for her, suggesting strategies) without coming too close to [little girl]. After about thirty minutes the girl was on the edge of the blanket. In another ten, she was colouring with [worker 2]. At the end of the tent she left with her folks – one of whom was the guy who borrowed the adult book on Tupac. That was the guy who was making fun of us and whose perception changed when we offered him a rapper book. [Little girl’s] perception changed too. In both instances because we offered good product without being insistent or bureaucratic. Worker Notes
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Adult Participation An unexpected theme that came out of the notes and other data was an increase in adult participation. This year, more adults participated in the Storytent, reading to their children and reading adult books. Adults borrowed more from the tent, either through their children or on their own. As well, more parents reported reading to their children at home. And more children commented on what their parents were reading. Adult borrowing grew steadily through the Summer. The main vehicle for this increase was the Bookwagon program. Having time to talk to parents at their door step helped us build relationships and find out what their interests were. At Summer's opening, three different adults were borrowing from the wagon: by Summer's end, that number had grown to 15.



[Child’s] Mom borrowed a couple of Archie’s. [Child] says she’s enjoyed reading his. Pretty great! Workers notes [Boy] looking for books to borrow. [Worker]: ‘We’ve got Shivers.’ [Boy]: ‘My Mom doesn’t like Shivers.’ Workers Notes [Young adult] out. Brought adult book back. He asked when we’d be back here. I told him. ‘Sweet,’ he said. Workers notes Connected with [Child’s babysitter]. She listened to Stephanie’s Ponytail and 50 Below Zero and laughed at the endings. She’s 17 and at [High School]. Workers Notes [Young Adult] came out of house as we were packing up on Flemming. Asked, Um…Do you guys have, like, books about musicians and that? I heard from a friend that you did, because they borrowed some.’ She borrowed Eminem, Theif’s Heart. Wanted Tupac gold book. Workers Notes [Child’s] Mom over to read while pool filling in backyard. Workers Notes [Child’s Mom] came over. I set adult book beside her and then sat by [her child]…she borrowed a Cole’s Notes Parenting book. No visible interest in Rap. Maybe she’s a country fan? Will try to find country Bio for adult box. Workers Notes
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In a small Bookwagon survey done in the Spring of 2004, parents indicated that they valued both the Bookwagon program and their relationship with the workers. When asked what they would miss most if the program ended, parents said: You guys. And being able to let the kids enjoy reading. [Workers] coming to the door. You guys – nice people. [Children] getting books. I don’t think [my child] would pick up a book if you weren’t bringing them around.



That somebody would miss a ten-minute visit says how isolated they are and also the value they have placed on supportive relationships.



Boys and Reading Another unexpected finding was the degree to which boys incorporated books and literacy into their play and lives. During the summer, there were a number of media stories on a growing gap between boys and girls' reading skills, and the difficulties encountered by educators in supporting boys' literacy development. The message the workers were hearing in the popular media was that "boy don't like to read." When they looked at our own experience with boys, workers found that the number of boys participating was roughly equal to that of girls. Too, boys showed as much inclination to borrow, read, or ask for support with books that caught their eye. [Boy A] and [Boy B] reading Machines at Work in unison. I didn't get to see how it started. Book reading is part of both these boys' quality worlds. Worker Notes Read with [Boy A] at Flemming on August 10th. We were tearing down and he wanted me to read The Giant Squid book to him. I told him we were tearing down right now. He said “just read a few pages - that’ll be enough” So I read the whole book to him. Worker Notes “How about we sit on my doorstep and read them. I’ll read this while you read these, and then you can help me.” Grade 5/6 boy to other Grade 5/6/ boy. Right from the start, boys enjoy reading through the Storytent program. Worker Notes Sometimes when a boy seemed reluctant to join in the reading, a classic, easilyapplied strategy could overcome their hesitancy: "Pulled [Boy A] in with tired old
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strategy of using his name in Quick as a Cricket" (Worker Notes). At other times, it was important to be especially creative and respectful, as when one worker "negotiated with guys about toy guns in the tent - they agreed to store them in the bookwagon while they read" (Worker Notes), and so resolved a dilemma not present when girls brought dolls to the tent. However, there did not appear to be any social or gender embarrassment about reading in the context of the Storytents. "In two tents we had boys reading those Boynton books and singing the words: July 24th at Flemming, [Boy A] and [Boy B], who are upper elementary and again at Coronation, a couple of weeks later, [Boy B] and [Boy C]"(Worker Notes). If there was a gender-specific dynamic, it was in the books that drew boys forward. [Boy A] wanted to borrow NASCAR ([Boy B] is borrowing it today.) Says he has his room done up in NASCAR. Wish we had an easy read racing book. [Boy A] likes Franklin too. Workers Notes [Boy] found Hulk Hogan book in adult box. I didn’t know if I should let it go or not. I watched to see what he did with it. In the end, I let Hulk H. go. [Boy] seemed genuinely interested in it Workers Notes [Boy] asked me to read Mona the Vampire just minutes after [another worker] read it. I could see the attraction. It was a TV show, and it was apparently about vampires - a scary book at an age where other kids (peers) were reading Goosebumps books. Workers Notes [Boy] seized new Spiderman chapter book and showed everyone else quality of books matters. Workers Notes [Boy] in. Wants "Donkey Kong" book - storybook or how-to book, I don't know. Workers Notes Overall, the atmosphere and content of the program seemed to fit easily with many boys' ideal worlds: [Boy] came over with his lunch in baggies - blueberries, crackers, cheese and chicken nuggets. Asked [Boy] what he likes about Storytent. "That it’s outside." Workers Notes
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Challenges It is tiring to work this project. This project is physically and emotionally demanding. There is constant exposure to poor weather, to children and families in disheartening socio-economic situations, and to reminders that the program is under-resourced. Worker Survey Response It is easy and hard at the same time. It’s easy because it is so much fun and so rewarding and you learn so much every day. It’s hard because it’s often physically and mentally and emotionally draining. You need to be ‘up’ even when you don’t really feel like it, but it always feels good, even on rainy cold wet foggy days. Worker Survey Response



Wet weather posed a challenge in that it was difficult to keep books and blankets, log books and other paperwork dry. Wet weather also meant that children and workers were often crowded under the shelter of the tent, as opposed to spread out all over grass. This was physically confining and made it difficult to find books, read one-on-one, read in a group and maintain a positive atmosphere. When the children were asked what they didn’t like about Storytent, the most common responses were about the rain and the crowded conditions. Crowded conditions were also an outcome of having only three workers instead of the recommended four (In 2003, there were three regular workers and a researcher present in most Storytents). I think having only three staff limited us in some ways. There were children who didn’t receive the attention they needed when they needed it because there were only three. I watched some children not enter, and some leave when we were really crowded. Workers Survey response Starting the full program late was also a challenge. As of June 26th there was not enough funding to hire workers. When sufficient funding came, Storytent needed to be scheduled around commitments already made by experienced workers, as there was no time to hire and train other personnel. It was this tightened schedule that left no time between tents for children to be involved in set up and tear down or for workers to write notes. As a result workers wrote fewer notes and, inevitably, some things were overlooked. Workers strove to acquire and maintain a wide selection of quality, popular titles. However, the Storytent lacked the high-interest/low-level resources to meet the needs of some older children. Workers responded by writing to two well known experts in the
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field, including Paul Kropp, who also recognized the problem, but who could not offer any solution. Workers also scoured bookstores in Fredericton, Saint John and Moncton with limited success. The program did have some success using low-level books originally written for adults, but there were too few of these to sustain the older children’s reading.



Conclusion I can’t express how much gratitude there is for what [the funders] have done for our community this summer. Words can’t express how much I appreciate it as a mother, grandmother and member of the CVCTA. They made a lot of kids and adults happy to have the Storytent back again Parent It was a really good idea for [the funders] to do that and I’m proud of them for giving up their money for reading for the children. Participant, age 11



Challenges experienced were related to weather, a late start-up, and few highinterest/low-level resources. Nonetheless, the program was successful as an outreach and as a reading program. The Bookwagon made the 2004 program more flexible than the previous summer, and it would be a valuable part of any future Storytent program. Once again, the Summer Reading Club was made available to children who might not otherwise have been able to participate. As well, this year, workers began to see a bridge between Storytent borrowing and families accessing more formal library programs. Most children were conscientious about policing their own borrowing habits, and used book borrowing language. Adults also borrowed from the bookwagon, and policed their own borrowing. Research on the 2004 Storytent program showed that many children were able to maintain or improve their reading skills, and/or gain a new, more positive perception of reading and of themselves as readers. It also indicated that the program reinforced two things the neighbourhood values: accessible children's literature; a fun, safe and needsatisfying place for children to read and play and learn. Worker and parent comments about the 2004 Storytent and Bookwagon program suggest that many children came to the tent already possessing a positive view of books and reading. Books and reading have become part of many children's quality worlds, and as such they enjoy sharing them with others. An increase in adult participation, in the tent
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or through borrowing from the wagon, was another new and positive impact. When workers looked at participation by gender, they found that the number of boys participating was roughly equal to that of girls, and that boys showed as much interest in books and reading. New this summer was workers' awareness of how children were building positive social relationships in and around the program. Worker and parent comments indicate that most children who participated in the project socialized more positively with their siblings and peers. This might reflect a spilling over of the established tent atmosphere into other aspects of the children's lives. Or, it might reflect the measure to which the kind of free, self-directed and cooperative reading workers nurtured is in itself need-satisfying and less conflictive than other activities. Storytent workers also perceived less conflict in the tent as compared to the previous summer. The authors believe that building and maintaining relationships, with children as well as their parents, is the heart of Storytent work.
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Appendix A Grade Level/Book Pairings



Level



Approximate Grade Level



A B C



Kindergarten C D E F G H I



Grade 1 H I J K L M



Grade 2 L M N O P



Grade 3 O P Q R S



Grade 4



Pairings adapted from Fountas, I. C. & Pinnell, G. S. (1996) Guided reading: Good first teaching for all children. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
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Appendix B Parent Survey Responses



Parent Survey General Program Questions, Relationships questions and Objective questions - 2004 1.



How do you feel about the Storytent program? • • • • • • • • • • • • •



• • •



I actually really like it. I do have books here but it gave them more of a variety I find. It’s great for the kids. It’s helped [my child] a lot. He reads with his niece all the time and he’s started to sound out his words better. It’s great. The kids enjoy going to it and bringing books and they talk about it. We like it. The different books. I think it’s a wonderful idea. Great opportunity for kids that didn’t have the opportunity to go to the library to be encouraged to read and to participate in a group setting where there are other kids who are reading. Pretty good. Gets the kids reading more. I think it’s wonderful; it’s really helped the girls in both French and English. It has picked up their vocabulary and such with the reading. I think it’s good for them it gives them a chance to get some extra reading in during the summer. Good. I like it. It gives the kids something to do. We liked it. Because I think it’s important for [my child] to go read. We loved it. It gave the kids a chance to read different books that they don’t have at the house. And it gave me a chance to do one on one with them. I really love it they enjoy it. That media coverage sort of blew that out of the water - negative. Program itself is very beneficial. It gets the kids into the habit of reading independently or on their own or someone reads to them. They know there are books there and they try to read. I think its good; she’s excited every Saturday when she knows its coming. I find it’s good for [my child] - good for the kids. It gives them more to do - gets [my child] into reading. [my child] really likes to read. He looks forward to it. I love it. I love it. My kids, if we have to do something, we have to stay home. Because I’m like come on lets go, No the Storytent's here. If you guys are down the road, and I can’t find my kids I just look for a tent. They know that Storytent coming a mile away. Good opportunity for 28



• • • •



them because when I was a kid nothing like that ever came around. I do still love to read but just don’t have the time. I’m the type of person that can’t sleep during the day, so right now I’m off until Friday but I think I had two hours sleep today. [my youngest child] is going in a reading program through school to help her with her pronunciation. Little bit of problems with her French reading. Good program for the kids. It helps them with their reading. I feel that it’s a great thing. It yelped my [child] come a long way in her reading. Don’t know what I would have done without it. The Storytent to me is one if the best programs that I have found we have run down here. The children enjoy it. It helps them improve their reading skills. I find it’s a good way for kids whose parents don’t like to read. Read to get them reading for school. (age 11)



2. What would you change about the Storytent program? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •



Actually nothing. It’s running just fine. Good selection of books, etc. More days per week (three days). Nothing it’s pretty good. I don’t believe there’s anything that I’d like to see changed. Not too sure Be nice to have a little more often. - different times. Like the idea of having it go in the fall and winter. The more they read the better - both have difficulties in their reading. I don’t know - she comes running in all excited because she’s got books from the Storytent - she really enjoys it. Probably nothing. I like how they do it. Don’t know I like it to be more often. Two or three times per week... Nothing Nothing, to date Nothing I guess Nothing. Nothing. Longer (more than 1.5 hrs) It would be great if they could come around more. Nothing. Youse guys have done everything from storytelling to songs to snack. Nothing really - there’s nothing to change (age 11)
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3. What did you think of the locations? • • • • • • • • •



• • • • • • • • • • •



It was - no problem for me because it was right there - I had no problem with it at all. Harder for me to get around with [my youngest child], and where it’s just right there [my oldest child] can get up and walk over. Good - gave all the children a chance to go. Great. It was helpful the kids could get to it. I like them because they were close to the house here. It’s perfect. Probably wouldn’t be able to go elsewhere because of her age. Great. Great. I think because of the location it was easy access. It’s convenient. Good the only thing I didn’t like was when they had it way down on Vimy Crt. because there’s a lot of kids around here that can’t go. Corner of Taylor and Patterson. Don’t understand why don’t do it in the field by our house. Great right across the street from the house. I like the location. Convenient for them because they could go there on their own. I found them very easy and accessible. Very well advertised easy to get to and everything. Good right in the field, Open area and they can all see that we are coming. It’s a good location. If he couldn’t walk to it he couldn’t go. The locations I love it right across the street good spot really good spot for it. I liked it because I could just look out the window and see the kids. I liked it. Convenient. Locations are great. All the kids get a chance to be a part of it. Don’t change anything there. Locations are good - good wagon and fun days - right to house. I can’t go to town. (age 11)



4. What did you think about the snack? • • • • • • • •



[Boy One] not much for them but [Boy Two] just loved them. Good healthy snack. Good. It was healthy nutritious I like that. Perfect - it was a good idea. Promoting nutrition they were always healthy snacks. Great Snack was great. She was quite excited about snacks. Didn’t know about it. 30



• • • • • • • • • •



Good. All healthy no junk. [Girl,] she only likes the raisins. Good. Nutritious. Some kids probably don’t even get that. She liked the snack - a good idea. I liked the snacks they were nice [Boy] liked them and they were good snacks. It’s good. Healthy. Healthy, very healthy. Some people don’t care they just give them anything. Kids loved the fruit. Great - nutritious. Kids enjoyed their fruit. Snack very nutritious and good, but I’d like to try a grapefruit or a pineapple or something (age 11)



5. What did you notice about your child’s relationships with other children and/or with yourself and other family members over the summer? •



• • •



• • •



• • •



Nothing really. I find as soon as one got a book the other one would be guess what I got. They went on about them. He’s been getting better. We didn’t read as much as we should have but he was wanting to read more than we normally did. [My child] mostly keeps to himself. The only time he ever interacted with other kids was at the Storytent. There he feels safe. He wants to sit down and read with me more. The kids seen more getting along at the Storytent. All their friends getting along with children in their neighbourhood. Good in side the house. [My oldest child] and [my youngest child] trading books, talking about it. It was good because after they got the books they sat on my doorstep and read the books they had that they got from you guys. Within the home because they would sit here and read stories to their little brother… and they never used to do that before. They bonded with [their little brother] a lot more because they sat there and read with them and that something that they never would do. For her gave her more of a chance to socialize with other kids. In the house gave her something different to read. I find that they are reading quite a bit and they were getting along a little bit better. They would sit there and read to each other and that’s something they wouldn’t do before. I noticed that they tended with each other alone they get along better because they usually fight - with as far as with friends they’ve met some nice friends and very happy about it. They’re just not fighting. Power relationship changed a bit because they are reading the books together somewhat - participating together. I never noticed any difference. Pretty good actually. Since they’ve been going to storytent. [My oldest child] likes to read with her younger sister. [My youngest child] thinks she can read the book too. She’s only 4. She tries. Nothing different.
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• • • • • • •



• • 6.



Stuck in the house more. Weather related - not much nice weather. [My youngest child] reads more. Now he’s reading to us. He looks at the pictures and puts his words into it. [My middle child] reads more too. [My oldest child] participated too - there was actually five minutes they could get along without fighting all the time. It’s hard to explain with [my child]. He does good with kids and sometimes not good depends on him more or less. Nothing different. Kids will be kids, I find that [my youngest child] I’ve noticed a big difference with an attitude towards friends and at home. She’s always been a book worm. Really good thing for her to keep up doing. No response I find that they get along with the other kids at the Storytent. I find they’re not as aggressive or bossy. They’d rather pick up a book now and try to read it. Helped them deal with other children better than they used to - used to tease but not now. My daughter tries to read to other kids. Some made friends. Kids have taken to [the workers]. It’s helped the kids trust adults more. Me and my sister don’t have a good relationship (age 11). How do you feel about your child’s reading?



• • • •



• • • • • • • •



•



Great. Great. Big Improvement. I know he enjoys it now. He doesn’t get so frustrated with it. Lovely - they are doing excellent on it. It’s improved. Because [my child] wouldn’t read before. When she brought her books home from the school they would just sit there and wouldn’t bring them out. [My youngest child] is talking a lot more. Words that come out of his mouth that you wouldn’t even here. She’s come along quiet well. I’m an avid reader so it’s always been part of [my child’s] life since she was little. Not too sure I think it’s great now because they are reading better and understanding better. {my child’s] more excited. She’s below grade average and she has to practice more that’s why I encourage her to practice more. I think she needs more practice but it’s hard to get her to practice. Even when we were going someplace we would wait until the tent left. Both of their reading needs to improve. Great - they’re doing great. Even [my third child] doing exceptionally well. I fell they’ve all improved from it. I don’t know where he’s started school or not, but he asks me to read it to me and then tries it himself. I notice more in [my youngest], where before he was so shy with people and now he picks books up etc. [My oldest child] can read very well.
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• • • • •



It’s good. He’s come a long way since he’s been coming to the reading tent. He likes to read. He didn’t like to read before. Now he reads all the times. Very important to them. I feel they improved in it. More interested in books. Now will come to me and sit three are start reading and before they wouldn’t. I feel it’s very important that they read and she’s come a long way with it. She’s reading books at her level. I find I’m really getting good experience from Storytent when I read. I think it’s because of you guys I’m turning into a fast reader. (age 11)



7. How often does your child read? (Is this less, the same or more than the beginning of the summer?) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •



• •



Once a week. Less than the beginning. Where we’re not around as much. Everyday. More now. Doing a lot more reading. They reading mostly every night practically. See as before summer started. Every time that we come here with books they read them that day and then down at the Storytent. If James wants a story then they go down and read to them. A lot more than before the summer. Depends on the day and what’s she’s doing. Probably only a couple of times a week. Pictures that she’s looking at and making up her own stories. Probably the same as beginning of summer. Ever day. More than beginning I usually try and get them to read after their lessons for extra half hour and try to do it daily. I think a little bit more. Just about every day. Probably more now that she’s back in school. [My oldest child] reads quite a bit. [My youngest child] [reads] when she’s ready for a nap. Not as much as she should. She used to like it when she was three. Now she don’t want to. I read to them all the time. Same. I still read to them. Everyday - same. Several times a day. More. The other two it’s about the same. Every day. She wants to stay up instead of going to sleep I allow her to take a couple of books in to read. She has a bookcase. Same as beginning of the summer. She likes to read. Reads more now than at the beginning of the summer. Every day. [My youngest child] especially. [My oldest child] just right now so involved with her friends that the only time it seems like she’s reading is when she’s at the Storytent. Judy Blume, Dear God it’s me Margaret. [My oldest child has] always been this much reading. She loves to have books - adores bringing a new book home. Almost everyday since last year (Storytent 2003) They pick up a book every day, several times a day
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8. Did you notice any changes in the number of books and reading material in your home? (Describe material in home) (Quantity of children’s and adult’s books). (Do you feel like you and your children have more access to reading materials?) • • • •



• • • •



• •



• •



• • • •



No. Change, but more access. They would ask their friends to borrow a book or trade or something if they didn’t come to Storytent. A lot of kids do that. A lot more [books] in my home than there ever has been. Oh yes - lot more children’s books. All we have for access is the internet and the school library. Well she brought home The Titanic. I wouldn’t say there was a great change because she has a large selection of her own. Maybe might be something different that’s caught her eye. Access: Oldest daughter will take her. Even if she doesn’t get to go, then someone will pick her up something. There was quite a bit of them. No - they usually only bring one or two. No we have quite a few kids books - hasn’t really changed too much. Yes. [My oldest child] she brings in quite a bit of books. [My youngest] brings in some. But there’s only one book she really enjoys - Mortimer. She knows some of the words, and tries the story. She goes to bed about 8 o’clock and we hear her in there reading the story. No - I’ve got rid of a lot. Yeah I found where we were going to get them there I stared even going to the library to get them. Me and [my youngest child] go to the library quite a bit. I wasn’t too pleased about the west side library - but they’ve changed all their hours so not at times we used to go. Yes, we have more books now than we did before. Yeah, both [my oldest and middle child] have gotten into Chapter books. [My youngest child’s] going from baby books into books more his age. He wants a story now instead of touch and feel or shapes. More into Stories - like Franklin’s adventures and stuff like that. Yes he’s getting more books. Some are for me but he gets a few of them for himself. Always had books, and now it seems like they‘re more interested. It’s always new ones coming in. Now I have a lot more books. Since last year - before I had none. More this year than last.



9. How does your child feel about themselves as readers? • • •



Actually when he does he get’s right excited when he gets one that he can do [read himself]. He feels a lot better - now that he can read better. Kids can’t make fun of him as they used to. I think they are happy about it.
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• • • • • • • • • • • •



• •



[my middle child] thinks she’s the best reader going. [My oldest is] more into her friends, but it improved [my middles child]. She needed this - I find that she’s reading a lot better so I think will help her when she gets to school. Pretty good. Good. They feel very confident in themselves they feel they can do to. She’s never made too many comments. She uses her imagination and makes it up. She was doing up with the phone book one day. Good. She makes mistakes - every once in awhile she’ll get a favourite book and try to read it and read it. [My oldest child] loves to read. [My youngest child] - she’s more like an action person. She likes the ones that are telling about adventures. Confident. They just read. I couldn’t answer that. He finds he says that he likes to read more. Um, [my youngest child] is definitely good in English she’s just learning French as well. All she knows how to read is French. Her French is good Her English reading and Writing she does not know whatsoever. Good opportunity for her to start with us guys. Having the time to sit and go through the books with you guys. She is confident. He gets mad when he doesn’t know the words. She feels smart now that she can read. Before she would say she was stupid now she says she’s smart because she can read.



10. If you could change one thing about reading in your home or community, what would it be? • • • • • • • • • • •



I don’t think there’s much there could change other than if we had a library over here in the north end ourselves… More children get to go to it - more tents, so more kids. Maybe help getting letting them know that there’s books out there so they can learn. A bit more promotion directed at the children. I don’t know. Needs to be encouraged a little bit more - phonetically rather than memorization. Because there is a lot of guessing in reading. Kids don’t, in some instances, retain it. Not too sure Just to have more of it. I think this community center up here they should open up a program of some sort for reading purposes or that kind of thing. Don’t have anything for the kids just you fellows coming around. Not really sure. Not really sure. At home I would like my kids to read more and enjoy it. Have a library next door. Make books free for kids. 35



• • • • • • •



I don’t’ know - with mine I think they just do whatever, I let them read at their pace, I can’t force them. I don’t know because I can’t read that well myself. Don’t know. Something more local for the whole family. There should have a library over this way. Not quite sure/. Don’t know - read more together maybe. I don’t know. Would like to see change and happen is more for the adults. Well, I wish that certain people could make the laws about reading. Read a picture book a day and one chapter book a month (age 11)



11. If you had an opportunity to say something to the funders of the program, what would you want to say? • • • • •



• • •



Just to keep the book wagon going because that’s the kids’ opportunity to get books. It is hard for me to get uptown to the library just to get a couple of books. With [my youngest child] and all. I have two kids. That they are doing a very good job and should get the credit they deserve. Hope they continue to get funding. Helped a lot of kids down here. [My child] would rather read a book now than sit in front of a TV. Just to let them know that the more books out there of reading will help the children of the world and teach them when they have families. Keep sponsoring because it helps my kids. Keep up the good work. It’s an ideal opportunity for kids that don’t have a chance to get to the library. If the government could fund it some more for more availability. We used to have the book mobile. Same idea except on wheels. We could choose a book and a snack or something. Right now, I’m sure there’s days when it’s raining. If it weren’t for people like us the kids wouldn’t have the opportunity. Our well-being and health needs to be priority. It really needs to be a permanent program. Reading opens up the imagination and for some kids, only because of the things I’ve seen happen here, they don’ have that place to get away to. For some of the kids here, there’s verbal abuse. Attitudes and self-esteem is pretty low. Kind of bothersome. For my girls, when we first found out we were moving here, I said “Oh no.” I try to encourage my girls to do the best they can do and for some of the kids down here more negative than positive. If they could absorb themselves in something like reading then may think things through. If government could initiate partnership and support. I don’t know yet. That I am pleased in the program definitely and I would like them to get something going up here for the kids every day for an hour. I am a reader and I love to read. That they’re doing a good job and that it’s appreciated by many people. And the kids really enjoy it.
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Thank you. I think it’s beneficial. I know they have this at the library bit I think it’s excellent that they come right to the community where people don’t have access. Sometimes we go to the library, but there are kids around here that will never get to see the inside of the library. So it’s good. I would want to thank them for giving my kids the opportunities for experiencing the different adventures from all the different books we read and that we really appreciate it. I think it’s great and I hope it continues. Very beneficial. I have three kids into it, my youngest has really benefited from this. Now he just goes right in and reads to you guys. To give more money so they can have more books. Yous guys are doing a good job with the kids and reading and stuff. Thank you. That it’s a good program and I hope they keep it. I would say if they made it - the money’s going on a good thing - a good cause. My daughter couldn’t read a word and now she can. I think that you should keep contributing because it really helps people out. That I can’t express how much gratitude there is for what they have done for our community this summer. Words can’t express how much I appreciate it as a mother, grandmother and member of the CVCTA. They made a lot of kids and adults happy to have the Storytent back again. It was a really good idea for them to do that and I’m proud of them for giving up their money for reading for the children (age 11). Any other comments?
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•
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I’d just hate to see it go and not be funded. Just le them know that it’s been helpful and the children that have been around the Storytent enjoy themselves and having the food. When they see the Storytent they go help set it up. They get excited and they run over and help. Hope you realize what a great job we are doing. Wonderful, wonderful service. How many things do they get to do for free? Low income kids. Scrounge it up ($) somewhere. I appreciate what you are doing for the kids. These programs need to have the support and the funding federally and provincially. This area heavily stigmatized. People think that because you live there automatically people on welfare - but its not. In this court alone - there are 40 children. Nothing there to play with. Nothing to encourage people to take pride in where they live. I can’t say enough good things about what you are doing. Yes to continue doing it. Best thing they could have down here. And they do a lot for the kids. Keeping them out trouble, especially my kids - they’d be fighting with the other kids, etc.
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I think its good program. Thank you very much for giving kids that opportunity. My kids love it - they’d be lost without it I think. [The workers] do a really super job with the kids. Just that you can still do it. Usually I work every Saturday and Sunday but she’s always around here. I really thank everybody for giving all their time and effort for all the children. Some of the children don’t even have all the attention that you guys give them through reading and it’s a good opportunity for them and I find it’s a great program. I encourage it to go on every year. Some of the books my girls are done with. If we go through them can we donate them? Disney collection. And other little ones. What’s great too is that little piece of paper you give them for the books. It gives them a little responsibility. Every time when the Storytent came they had to get that book and that piece of paper and they knew how to keep it. I’d love to take them to the library but having no vehicle living paycheck to paycheck, it’s hard to go. All the workers are kind and I’m glad they’re the ones doing it. In the winter if still do Storytent, if there’s no snow, I’d put blankets there to read stories. (age 11).
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Appendix C Children’s Survey Responses What's the best thing about storytent? * you get to read * books * reading x8 * reading and books * you get to read stuff * everybody can learn *don't know What's the worst thing about storytent? * nothing x4 * don't know * the rain * when it rains x2 * when it gets crowded * eating * when [worker 3] is not here * being bad * when you guys don't come * getting kicked out. * that it's not every day If you were the boss and could change something, what would it be? * nothing x4 * don't allow little kids * don't know x4 * so you could come every day * into spiderman [would change the tent...] * change snacks to pears and plums * not a whole lot of kids would come * more books Should we have it next year [all answer "yes"]? why? * cause I'm gonna be here * because its the best thing that happens * because I like reading * cause you learn to read * cause it's fun x6 * don't know * cause people can learn lots and learn how to read * cause storytent is cool and people can learn to read
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What would you being doing right now if we weren't here? * playing with my friends * reading in/at my house x4 * sitting home x3 * staying in and watching TV and driving my mother nuts * playing video games * playing * going to the park and playing * nothing * crying How would you get books? * read books at my house * get them for my birthday and Christmas * go to the library x4 * inside - I have books at my home. * from the store. * people would buy me books x2 * don't know
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